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Gaia: long-Gaia: long-term term objectiveobjective

 Choose potentialChoose potential, , write Hamiltonianwrite Hamiltonian, , writewrite
closest integrable Hamiltonianclosest integrable Hamiltonian, , findfind
distribution distribution function function F(F(JJ), ), adjust potentialadjust potential……

 On On shorter termshorter term: : can we answer the can we answer the crucialcrucial
question of question of the the existence of existence of galactic darkgalactic dark
matter matter by by excluding excluding (or (or at at least least constrainingconstraining))
a a modified gravity approachmodified gravity approach??



Dark matter problems Dark matter problems inin
external external galaxiesgalaxies

 Simulations ofSimulations of clustering  clustering CDM halos CDM halos (e.g.(e.g. Diemand  Diemand et al.)et al.)  predict predict aa
central central cusp cusp ρρ  ∝∝ r r--γγ , ,  with with γγ  > 1> 1, , observed observed in no single in no single galaxygalaxy
(No(No present present--day day solution)solution)

 Baryonic TullyBaryonic Tully-Fisher relation-Fisher relation
  VV∞∞

44  ∝∝  MMbar bar ((tight tight ->-> triaxiality  triaxiality of halo?)of halo?)
 Wiggles Wiggles of rotation of rotation curves followcurves follow

wiggles wiggles of baryons (Renzoof baryons (Renzo’’s s rulerule))
 TidalTidal Dwarf  Dwarf GalaxiesGalaxies with  with DM in NGC 5291?DM in NGC 5291?

 Correlation summarized Correlation summarized by formula of by formula of MilgromMilgrom::
µµ ( (gg/a/a00) ) gg = =  ggN N baryonsbaryons      wherewhere  aa00 ~ cH ~ cH0 0 ~ 10~ 10-10-10  m sm s-2-2

  with with µµ(x) = x(x) = x for  for x x «« 1 => V 1 => Vcc
22/r ~ 1/r =>/r ~ 1/r => V Vcc~~cst cst ++ BTF BTF

µµ(x) =(x) = 1 for  1 for x x »»11
Does Does notnot work  work for for galaxy galaxy clusters!!clusters!!



Modified Newtonian DynamicsModified Newtonian Dynamics
 MilfromMilfrom’’s formula s formula works works in CDMin CDM  andand  CDM-free galaxiesCDM-free galaxies

(but not in (but not in galaxy galaxy clusters)clusters)
 IfIf fundamental fundamental: : a)a) fundamental property  fundamental property DM ?DM ?

b) non-local modification of b) non-local modification of « « inertiainertia  »»??
c) modification ofc) modification of gravity  gravity ??
(+DM in clusters)(+DM in clusters)

∇∇. . [ [ µµ  ((∇Φ∇Φ/a/a00) ) ∇Φ∇Φ] = 4 ] = 4 ππ  G G ρρ

 Modifying Modifying GR toGR to obtain  obtain MONDMOND in in  static weakstatic weak--field limitfield limit::
dynamical dynamical 4-4-vector field vector field UUααUUαα =  = ––1, 1, with free with free function function inin
the the actionaction playing the role  playing the role of of µµ  ((Bekenstein Bekenstein 2004; 2004; ZlosnikZlosnik,,
Ferreira & Ferreira & Starkman Starkman 2007)2007)



Testing modifTesting modif. . gravity gravity inin the  the MWMW
 Only Only one version of MONDone version of MOND
 Only the Only the relation relation between the potential and the matterbetween the potential and the matter

source source is alteredis altered,, so  so oneone can constrain the potential  can constrain the potential inin the the
usual wayusual way

 Crucially depends Crucially depends on on our knowledge our knowledge ofof the baryonic the baryonic
distributiondistribution

 Depends Depends on on the the exact exact choice choice for for µµ
 ThenThen, , the theory makes the theory makes a uniquea unique and  and falsifiablefalsifiable

prediction prediction forfor the galactic potential the galactic potential

=> as an => as an example example let us use let us use µµ(x)=x/(1+x) (x)=x/(1+x) and theand the
BesanBesanççon model on model based based onon the synthesis approach the synthesis approach



The The « « dark diskdark disk  »»  from thefrom the
BesanBesanççon model in MONDon model in MOND

 With With µµ(x)=x/(1+x), (x)=x/(1+x), at the solar at the solar position one has position one has ΣΣeffeff  = 78 = 78 MMpcpc-2-2 within z=1.1 kpc
to compare with present constraints ΣΣdyndyn  == 74+-6  74+-6 MMpcpc-2-2

 The effective radial density distribution in the disk has a scalescale--length enhanced length enhanced by 25%by 25%
((along the sunalong the sun-GC axis, -GC axis, since since modelmodel is  is non-non-axisymmetricaxisymmetric))

 => measuring dynamically the disk surface density as a function of R with GAIA (but
problem of extinction, maybe JASMINE too) should allow to constrain µµ or or  eveneven
exclude exclude MOND as MOND as modified gravitymodified gravity

=> quick => quick way way to exploit GAIA datato exploit GAIA data

BienaymBienayméé, , Famaey Famaey et al.et al.
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The The vertical tilt ofvertical tilt of the velocity the velocity
ellipsoidellipsoid

   Angle Angle δδ==  arctgarctg[2[2σσ22
UWUW /( /(σσ22

UU -  - σσ22
WW) ]/2) ]/2 is linked  is linked toto the disk scale the disk scale--

legnth and dark legnth and dark halo halo flattening flattening (Bienaym(Bienayméé 2009) 2009)
  => => compute orbits compute orbits in in axisymmetric axisymmetric BesanBesanççon model to on model to measuremeasure

the the tilt as atilt as a function  function of z of z at solar at solar positionposition

Newton+DM

MOND

6°

1010°°<14<14°° RAVE data Siebert Siebert et al. 2008et al. 2008

δδ(z=1kpc)= 7.3(z=1kpc)= 7.3°°+-1.8+-1.8°°

(!(!streams and resonancesstreams and resonances!)!)



ConclusionConclusion
 MOND as a MOND as a phenomenology phenomenology might might be telling be telling usus

something something about about the the nature of DM or about nature of DM or about gravitygravity

 We presented We presented 3 quick tests to test MOND as 3 quick tests to test MOND as modifiedmodified
gravity gravity inin the Milky Way with  the Milky Way with GAIA-GAIA-like quality like quality datadata

 This This should allow to constrain constrain µµ or or  even exclude even exclude MOND asMOND as
modified gravitymodified gravity

 Testing gravity crucially depends Testing gravity crucially depends on on our our knowledge knowledge ofof
the baryonic the baryonic distributiondistribution ( (even even moremore than when than when
determining the determining the DM distribution) => importance of :DM distribution) => importance of :
- star - star countscounts,, stellar  stellar population population synthesissynthesis
- - gaseous gaseous content (content (including molecular gasincluding molecular gas))
- - inhomogeneities inhomogeneities (clusters, (clusters, gas cloudsgas clouds))


